Drilled Base Basket
by Beth Hester

Item# 8980
PATTERN SHEET—
Drilled Base Basket

While working on your basket, be sure to keep the wooden
base dry. You’ll need to initially wet the reed material with
water and re-wet it (by spraying or by soaking) while you’re
working to keep it flexible.

Materials
1		
6” diameter wooden drilled base
35 ft.
#4 Round Reed
25 ft.
1/4” Natural Flat Reed
15 ft.
1/4” Dyed Flat Reed
Note:  See a variety of shapes and sizes of wooden
drilled bases at www.basketmakerscatalog.com

Hints in working with Reed
1.

When the pattern calls for soaking your Flat Reed, 1 or 2 minutes in warm water is usually long
enough to make reed flexible.  Soak the Round Reed about 10 minutes in hot water.  As needed, rewet reed when weaving.  Keep the bases as dry as possible at all times.
2. Soak dyed reed separately, rinse well and wipe with towel before using.
3. Do not over soak your reed, it will become mushy.
4. Flat Reed has a smooth side and a rough side.  You can determine the rough side by sharply bending a
		
wet piece of reed. The rough side will usually fray or splinter more than the smooth side. Create the
basket with the rough side of the Flat Reed to the inside of the basket.
5. As you weave you'll want to maintain an equal space between spokes by gently adjusting the spokes
to keep them vertical.  If spokes dry out, spray them with water before continuing to weave.
6. On the sides of your basket, as you weave, keep the working row pushed down touching the previous
		 row.
7. When a piece of 1/4” Flat Reed ends, overlap the ends of the ‘old’ and ‘new weavers across 4 spokes.
8. Reed should be completely dry before being stored.
9. Recommended tools:  Scissors, awl, measuring tape, a few paper towels, spray bottle for water and
bucket/tub for water.

Enjoy!
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1

Cut 12 pieces 30” long from #4 Round Reed. Cut one piece 16” long from #4 Round Reed; these
are the Spokes of your basket.

2
Soak the center section of the 30”
long #4 Round Reed Spokes, keeping the ends dry.  Soak about 1/2 the
length of the shorter Spoke.
Note: When the ends are dry, they
are easier to insert into the drilled
holes in the next step.

3
Insert the ends of each piece of 30” long
soaked #4 Round Reed into adjacent holes
and pull the ends until they are the same
length and the piece loops fairly tightly
against the underside of the base.   After
inserting the 12 longer pieces, you will have
one empty hole remaining.

4
Working from the underside side of the base, secure the wet end of the short Spoke
(16” long) underneath one of the loops and then insert it through the remaining
hole.  All the ends of the Spokes will be approximately the same length. SPRAY
THE SPOKES WITH WATER (OR SOAK THE SPOKES IN A BUCKET OF
WATER) AS THEY NEED TO BE WET BEFORE YOU START WEAVING. DO
NOT SOAK OR WET THE WOODEN BASE.
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5

Soak a piece of 1/4” dyed flat reed in water for a couple of minutes.  
This piece can be from 4 feet to 6 feet long, or a bit longer.
I use a separate container for the dyed and the natural materials.

6
Using a paper towel or
rag, wipe the wet dyed
reed to remove some of
the extra dye.

7

Using scissors, taper one end of the dyed reed for a distance
of about 3 inches.

8
IF THE SPOKES OF YOUR BASKET ARE DRY, SPRAY THE SPOKES
WITH WATER (OR SOAK THE SPOKES IN A BUCKET OF WATER)
AS THEY NEED TO BE WET BEFORE YOU START WEAVING. DO
NOT WET THE WOODEN BASE. Place the tapered end of the reed
behind one Spoke.  Weave the reed in front of the next Spoke to the right.  
Weave behind the third Spoke.
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9
Continue weaving around, alternating the weave: in front
of one Spoke, behind one Spoke, in front, behind, etc.; keep
the material pushed downward so that the dyed reed touches
the base as you weave.  The first row will rest on the base
and, as you continue weaving, you will slide the working
weaver to touch the previous row so that all the rows will
touch each other.

10
Weave a row or two and then check your Spokes.  If they are
drying out, simply soak them for a minute or spray the Spokes
with water.   The Spokes need to be wet as you continue to
weave the basket.  Note:  If a Spoke were to dry out and break,
you can simply cut a new piece of #4 Round Reed and run it
alongside the broken Spoke, continuing to weave over and
under the new Spoke.
Weave around your basket several times, say, 5 rows or so,
with the dyed reed.

11
When the dyed reed has been woven around several rows, you
will add on a long piece of 1/4” Flat Reed in the Natural Color.  
Soak a piece of 1/4” Flat Reed (natural).
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Note: As you weave, keep the Spokes of #4 Round Reed wet
and hold the Spokes straight upward. If the spokes have a

13

tendency to lean inward, you can weave a bit looser and also

Overlap the natural reed on top of the dyed
reed across four Spokes and simply continue
weaving with the natural reed.

you can keep the basket heading straight upward by bending the
Spokes outward several times, as shown in Photo 17 on page 6.

12

Find the place in your basket where the dyed reed
ended and cut the dyed reed to lay on the outside

of a Spoke as in the photo below.  Identify the last four Spokes
that were woven.

14

Continue with the natural reed, always soaking
each new piece. Whenever a piece comes to its

end you will overlap the new piece as shown in Photos 12 &
13.  Re-wet Spokes as needed.

15
As you continue weaving, adding new weavers, adjusting the Spokes  
and keeping the reed wet, the basket sides will come straight upward
and the basket will measure around 6” in diameter.  If the sides of
your basket flare out a bit or lean inward a bit, it is ok.   Do your
best to keep the sides straight in order for the top to finish off more
smoothly and easily.
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16

Re-wet Spokes as needed.

17

If the Spokes have a tendency to lean inward, you can
weave a bit looser and also you can keep the basket
heading straight upward by coaxing the Spokes
outward several times, after every few rows if needed,
as shown below.

18
When your basket is 4” to 5” tall (after weaving 12 or
so rows of 1/4” Natural Flat Reed) weave more
rows of dyed reed.  Finish the final row of dyed reed
by tapering the last 3 inches of reed then weaving
it into the basket as you did at the very beginning.

19

Next, determine the length to cut each Spoke so
all ends are the same length above the top row of

weaving.   Measure the distance between two Spokes and
multiply that distance times 3.   In this example, the distance
between Spokes is almost 1”; the length I cut each Spoke is 3”
(distance of 1” x 3 = 3”) above the last row of weaving.  You can
cut your ends longer if you wish and leave a longer loop when
tucking (see Photos 21 and 22).
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20

After cutting the ends of your Spokes as

21

described in Photo 19, soak the ends of the

Once the spokes at the top of your basket
have been soaked in water, you are ready to

Spokes by setting the basket upside down in

finish.  To complete your basket, you’ll weave each Spoke,

a pan of water or by spraying well.

in turn, behind the neighboring Spoke to the right and tuck
it into the weaving pattern alongside the next Spoke to the
right.
Using an awl to help
you tuck Spokes.

22
The Spokes may bend a bit easier if you “work” them a bit with your thumb before weaving behind the neighboring
Spoke to the right and alongside the next Spoke to the right--into the weaving pattern.  See Photos 21, 22 and 23.  
Keep spokes wet as you work.  An awl can assist you in opening the space alongside the Spoke before tucking.

23
Tuck each Spoke, in
turn, around the top of
your basket.  Enjoy!
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Drilled Base Basket
by Beth Hester

Materials for this basket are a 6” wooden base, #4 Round Reed and 1/4” Flat Reed.
Wetting/Soaking the material:
You’ll need to initially wet the reed material with water and re-wet it (by spraying or by soaking) while you’re
working to keep it flexible.
While working on your basket, do not wet the wooden base.
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